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R E C I P E S

The 50/50 Martini
Stir with ice: 
1.5 oz Hayman’s London Dry
Gin 
1.5 oz Dolin Dry Vermouth de
Chambéry 
2 dashes orange bitters. 
Strain into a coupe. 
Garnish with a lemon peel and
an olive. 

Corpse Reviver #2
Prepare a coupe rinsed with
absinthe. 
Shake with ice: 
0.75 oz Hayman’s London Dry
Gin 
0.75 oz Cocchi Americano
Bianco 
0.75 oz orange liqueur 
0.75 oz lemon juice 
Strain into the prepared glass. 

Pendennis Cocktail
Shake with ice: 
2 oz Hayman’s London Dry Gin 
1 oz Rothman & Winter
Orchard Apricot Liqueur 
0.75 oz lime juice 
3 dashes Peychaud’s bitters 
Strain into a coupe. 
Garnish with lemon peel. 

Self‑Starter Cocktail
Stir with ice: 
1.5 oz Hayman’s London Dry
Gin 
1 oz Cocchi Americano Bianco 
0.25 oz Blume Marillen Apricot
Eau‑de‑Vie 
0.25 oz simple syrup (2:1) 
Strain into a coupe. 
Garnish with grapefruit peel. 

Twentieth Century
Cocktail
Shake with ice: 
1.5 oz Hayman’s London Dry
Gin 
0.75 oz Cocchi Americano
Bianco 
0.75 oz lemon juice 
0.5 oz white crème de cacao 
Double‑strain into a coupe. 
Garnish with lemon peel. 

SKU VINTAGE REGION ORIGIN DESC CEPAGE % ALC SIZE/PACK FINISH BTL BARCODE CS BARCODE CS WGT
HZ 1220 NV England GB Gin 47.0% 1000/12 screwcap 5021692117833 5021692117840 16.00 kg
HZ 1215 NV England GB Gin 47.0% 750/12 screwcap 5021692650316 5021692650323 16.00 kg

The ideal Martini gin, with aromatic intensity
Unique in its emphasis on citrus
Highly versatile in refreshing stirred or shaken cocktails
Works well with spicier tonics
The Hayman family has been making gin since 1863

The Hayman family is the
oldest gin‑producing family
in London, dating to 1863.
All three Hayman’s gins use
the same 10 botanicals, in
different proportions.
Hayman’s is the only
traditional London gin
producer whose flagship,
traditional London Dry Gin
has its primary emphasis on
citrus, while still
maintaining the high proof
and spicy midpalate of
classic Dry Gin. This
combination makes
Hayman’s London Dry Gin
extremely versatile for mixing refreshing stirred or shaken cocktails. The
aromatic intensity of this gin makes it the ideal Martini gin, even at the
classic 1:1 proportion.

Mix with Dolin Dry Vermouth and orange bitters for a complex, herbal
classic Martini, or Miro Extra Seco vermouth for a briny, almost “dirty”
variation. The citric backbone of this gin works exceptionally well with
spicier tonics, such as Q Tonic or the Jack Rudy tonic syrup. Any classic
gin drink works remarkably well with Hayman’s London Dry, a tribute to
the intensity and versatility of all Hayman’s gins.
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A B OU T   H AYMAN   D I S T I L L E R S

The original company of Hayman Distillers was founded in 1821 and
acquired in 1863 by James Burrough, the great grandfather of the current

chairman, Christopher Hayman.
James Burrough created the
world‑renowned Beefeater Gin.
Although Beefeater Gin and James
Burrough Limited were sold to
Whitbread in 1987, the Hayman
family retained part of the
business and continued the
tradition of distilling and blending
gin and other white spirits. The
defining characteristics of Hayman’s Gin include: use of "Marjorie," a
small copper pot still that only makes Hayman’s gins; 24‑hour maceration
of botanicals, for extra concentration; and the use of the "Hayman 10"
botanicals, all classic English gin botanicals, carefully sourced and
blended to show intense juniper notes without any flavor spikes that
would make the gins less versatile. The "Hayman 10" are: juniper, lemon,
orange, cassia cinnamon, Ceylon cinnamon, nutmeg, angelica root, orris
root, coriander seed, and licorice root. Each Hayman’s gin recipe
emphasizes a few of these botanicals, for an aromatic focus, but overall,
Hayman’s gins are classic, intense, and versatile.

A B OU T   G I N / G I N   L I Q U E U R

Gin is a neutral spirit flavored with juniper and various botanicals,
including coriander, angelica and lemon and orange peel. It is rooted in
the 15th‑century Dutch juniper spirit Genever, whose malt‑forward
character contrasts with descendant gins such as Old Tom (lightly
sweetened, rounded) London dry (sharp, angular, dry), Plymouth (mild,
flavorful), Navy (potent and intense) and New West/Modern (neo‑classic
to unique). Gin has long been used in Great Britain as the base for fruit,
floral and herb liqueurs, giving rise to the warm‑weather tradition of gin
“cups.”
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